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Hilo, Hawaii.
File in Custer 186-A.
Koolau Pali Kupule. East Lots, - Oahu, Hawaii
Lot 1.

Notes of Survey:

Beginning at East angle of lot 2, - the boundary

1. N 52° 35' E - 1340 ft. clay Dr. 100. Kaohe's Luuahak to a
   coconut tree marked -

2. N 70° 40' W - 775. - clay Dr. 6 ft. line of stone at East angle.
   From which the angle of a distance of 3476 ft.
   T. P. 2. - Kameole. - whose coordinates are
   North 79° 56'. West 42° 13' extended to the
   N 23° 55' E, true dist. 52. ft.

3. N 27° 27' W - 1293. - clay Dr. 720. of 7. Kameole, to file of
   stone at North angle.

4. N 07° 05' E - 1975. - clay Dr. 1200. to file of stone at
   North angle from which an oblique bear
   N 25° 03' E, true dist. 82. ft.

5. S 54° 20' E - 2295. - clay lot 17 to the point of beginning.

Continuing on one of 102. same in all, running bearing
a right of way of 20 feet within clay present Koolau Pali and Kupulex Bells through said tract, leaving a net acreage of 100.5
acres, - more or less.
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